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I’m contemplating leaving @twitter. The platform has proven to be instrumental in

harming people with marginalized identities, which normally I wouldn’t blame a

media platform for except that @jack has demonstrated negative interest in doing

anything about it.

in the past when I’ve thought about this I’ve thought about it from the perspective of my own safety/comfort. And I’m good on

that front; I can handle it. But now I’m thinking about it differently: thinking about the people who tell me they join or stay on

twitter because of me.

Every time someone in the press refers to me as a “twitter celebrity” (actual phrase that I don’t fully understand or subscribe

to but this is what people say) it means that my presence and voice are adding social cachet to a company that I find to be

quite terrible.

People tell me that they learn a lot from what I have to say here, and sometimes that it’s their first or only exposure to certain

ideas, histories, perspectives, etc. and I have to weigh that too. But I could post that stuff elsewhere.

We’ll see. I’m just thinking aloud for now but I’m watching closely to see what @twitter and @jack do in the coming days and

how they respond to what we now know about Cesar Sayoc (beyond one really stupid tweet). Because we know it’s not just

him. Big changes need to happen.
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